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Abstract 
Jones, W.B., W.J. Thron, 0. Nj%stad and H. Waadeland, Szegii polynomials applied to frequency analysis, 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 46 (1993) 217-228. 
This paper is concerned with the problem of determining unknown frequencies w,, . . . , o,, using an observed 
discrete time signal xN = (x,(m)] arising from a continuous waveform that is the superposition of a finite 
number of sinusoidal waves with well-defined frequencies oj (periods p, = 2pn /oj, n E Z), j = 1,. . , I. We 
investigate the Wiener-Levinson method formulated here in terms of Szegii polynomials p,(JIN; z> orthogonal 
on the unit circle with respect to a distribution function t),,,(e) defined by the N observed values of the signal. 
We prove that if eta denotes the number of critical points eiWI, then for every n > n, and N B 1, the zeros 
z(j, n, N) of pn($,,,; z) can be arranged so that lim,,,z(j, it, NJ = e iwj for each of the frequencies w,. This 
result confirms one of the main parts of the conjecture given by Jones, Njlstad and Saff (this journal (1990)) 
on the convergence of zeros of the Szegii polynomials. A related result on the convergence of corresponding 
two-point PadC approximants is also given. 
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1. Introduction 
Observations of many natural phenomena yield discrete time signals xN = (x,(m)} which are 
composed of the superposition of periodic waves with well-defined (but not necessarily regular) 
frequencies wr, w2,. . . , w,. Such signals have the form 
I h a.eiwF, ‘N(m) = j=-1 I m =o, l,... , N-- 1, +(O) + 0, (l.la) 
where 
lo, form<Oand maN, 
cr,>o, O#CYj=~_jEC, CKj= -ojG!, j=l,..., I, 
o=w,<o,< *.a <o,<?r. (l.lb) 
The frequency analysis problem dealt with in this paper is that of determining the unknown 
frequencies wr, 02,. . . , wI from signal values x,(m) with a sample of size N. 
Among the known methods for solving this problem (see, e.g., [1,9,11,13]), the one we 
consider is due to Wiener and Levinson [10,14]. In the present paper the Wiener-Levinson 
method is formulated in terms of Szegii polynomials pn(GN; t) orthogonal on the unit circle 
1 z 1 = 1 with respect to the absolutely continuous distribution function $Je> defined by 
4;(O):= &I XN(eio)l*, 
N-1 
-TTGB GTT, where XN(z) := c xN(m)zpm. (1.2) 
m=O 
The moments for this distribution 
(N):= 
Pm / 
7F e-imO 
d+N(e), m=O, fl, +2 ,..., 
-m 
form a positive definite Hermitian sequence {pz’}“, _ ~ ,; that is, 
,J_N = /J/j and A’,“) := 
(N) 
PI 
,&N) . . . P(_N+ 1 
> 0, 
,JN) 
n 
p’,N_ . . . 
They can be computed by means of autocorrelation formulas 
i 
N-m-l 
pV” = 
C x,(k)x,(k +m), m = 0, 1, 2,. . ., 
m k=O 
(1.3) 
Iz = 0, 1, 2,. . * . 
0.4) 
(1.5) 
m=-1 > -2, -3 )... . 
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Manic SzegB polynomials p,(r/~~; z> and reciprocal polynomials P~(@N; z) := ZnP,( +N; l/z) are 
defined by p&t,!~,v; z) := P:($~; z) = 1 and, for n 2 1, 
1 
Pn($N; 2) := - AU”) n-l 
P,*WN 
1 \ 
; ‘) = A(N) 
n-l 
I 
. , , #U(N) n 
. . . dZ+ 1 
. . . p(_N 
. . . zn 
Using the inne* product (f, g>$, := l?,f(e”?g(e’8) dtiN(O> and (1.6), one can readily verify 
orthogonality relations, for IZ 2 1, 
These, in turn, yield recurrence relations 
P&N, z, =zp,-,($N; z, + 6;N,N)P,*-1($N; z), II = l, 2, 3,*.*, 
p;($N; z) =G;N)Zp,-l($N; z, +&(+,,7; z), n = l, 2, 3,*.*, 
where the 6(N) (called reflection coefficients) can be computed recursively by n 
n-1 
8(Nj= _ (ZPn-l(+N; ‘>, ‘h’, j=O 
n 
(d-1(@,; ‘>, lx, = - n&(N.n-l) (N)_ ’ 
J pJ+l ,, 
j=O 
where C~~~qj”,” - l)zj := pnPl(eN; t), n 2 1. The procedure for computing the 
also the pn($N; z)) based on (1.8) and (1.9) is known as Leuinson’s algorithm. 
(see, e.g., [3,5,61) that the ~5:~) are given by 
( - ‘In S(N) _ 
II A(N) 
n-1 
(1.8a) 
(1.8b) 
(1.9) 
a(N) (and hence 
I;is well known 
(l.lOa) 
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and they satisfy for n > 1, 
Ispy < 1, 1 _16;N’/2= 
A’,“)Ajfi_)2 
( AS;“_‘1)2 
> 0 and 5 l&q2 < w. 
n=l 
(1 .lOb) 
Moreover, the n zeros of P,$$~; z> all lie inside I z 1 < 1. The Wiener-Leuinson method 
consists of computing Szegii polynomials P~($~; z) using Levinson’s algorithm and then 
approximating the critical points e iwf by zeros z(j, II, N) of P,($~; z> nearest to the unit circle 
I t I = 1. The usefulness of this method depends on the validity of the following conjecture. 
Conjecture (Jones, Njistad and Saff [4]). As n and N tend to infinity (in a manner to be 
determined 1 with 1 G n G N - 2 I, the no := 2 I + L zeros of pn($N; z> of largest moduli approach 
the critical points e’y , j = f 1, f 2, . . . , f I, and, if (Y” # 0, the point eio = 1. Here we define 
L := 0 if (Y. = 0 and L := 1 if cxo > 0. 
In this paper we prove (Theorem 3.1) that for every n > no and N 2 1, the zeros z( j, n, N) 
of P~($~; z> (with proper ordering) satisfy 
limz(j, n, N)=eiwl, j= fl, +2 ,..., fI, 
N+03 
and, if L # 0, lim N+m~(O, n, N) = 1 = e”. This result confirms the validity of a major part of 
the conjecture. Another related result on the convergence of corresponding two-point Pad6 
approximants is also given (Theorem 3.4). 
Other theorems and numerical experiments that support or motivate the conjecture have 
been given in [3,4,7]. In [4] it was shown that as N --, a, N-l d+l,(O> converges in the weak-star 
topology to the discrete distribution d+(B), where e,(0) is a step function with a jump of I aj I 2 
at O=oj, j= -I, -I+ l,..., I. A related result given in [7] deals with the two-point Pad& 
approximants of the positive PC-fraction (Perron-Carathkodory continued fraction) 
where 
N-l 
S&“‘:=pbN)= C [xN(m)12>0. (l.llb) 
m=O 
The nth numerator P,($N; z) and denominator Q,(eN; z) of (1.11) are deiined by 
P,($,; 2) := sl;“‘, P,(eN; z) := -aiN), Qo<(clN; Z) := Ql(+,v; Z) := 1, 
(1.12a) 
and for n = 1, 2, 3,. . . , 
(1.12b) 
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The close connection between Szegii polynomials (1.6) and PC-fractions is shown by 
Q&&,G 4 =P,%% 2) and Q2,+dh; 4 =~h% 4, n=o, 1,2 )...) 
(1.13) 
which can be readily verified using (1.8) and (1.12). The result given in [7] is the following. 
There exist constants A and B such that for k > 0, N > 1 and I z I G R < 1, 
1 P2kWNi 4 ARk+’ B 
E Qz/&v; 2) 
-F(z) G z+ 
&(1-Rj4’ 
where 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
$(0> being the step functions previously defined. The significance of (1.14) relative to the 
COnjeCtUre kS in the fact that the poles Of the rational function PZk($&,; Z)/QZk(eN; Z) in 
(1.14) are given by l/z(j, k, N), where z( j, k, N) are zeros of the SzegB polynomial 
pk(eN; z). It is shown (Theorem 3.4) that for each fixed m 2 0 and 1 = 0, 1, 
1P 2(n,+m)+lwv; Z) e’“, + z 
lim - 
~+m N Q2(n,,+m)+dh; 4 
=F(z)= i: I”j12G, 12 I lb2[ < 1, 
j= -1 
where in each case (1 = 0 or 1) the convergence is locally uniform on the given region. 
Some preliminary results are described in Section 2 for later use in the proofs of the main 
results of Section 3. 
2. Preliminary results 
An important role is played by the coefficients 
pm := i Iail e’“P, m=o, +l, +2 )...) (2.1) 
j= -1 
that appear in the power series 
&-j(t) := ,-&,, + 2 2 ,+Zk, L, := -/.LO - 2 E pmkZ-k. (2.2) 
k=l k=l 
Lemma 2.1. Let F(z) denote the rational function (1.15) and I/J(~) the related step function 
defined in Section 1. Then: 
(A) L,(z) is th e T 1 ay or series expansion about z = 0 of F(z) conuergent for ( z I < 1; 
(B) L,(z) is the Laurent series expansion about z = CO of F(z) convergent for ) z I > 1; 
(C) form=O, fl, f2 ,..., ,u,,, is the mth moment with respect to e(e); i.e., 
/ 
57 
um = eeime d+(e), m =0, + 1, +2 ,...; W) 
-7T 
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(D) foreachfivedm=O, +l, f2 ,..., 
1 __P~)=Prn+~ (24 
Proof. (A), (B) and (C) are immediate consequences of the definitions (1.15), (2.1) and (2.2). To 
prove (D) we substitute (1.1) into (1.5) to obtain 
N-m-l I 
(W = C C f: aja,ei(w,+4keiw,m . 
Pm 
k=O I j= -1 n= -1 I 
(2.5) 
In (2.5) summing over k the terms with a fixed j and n such that oj # -0, yields geometric 
series that can be expressed as 
a _a ei(m,+MCN- 1)/z 
sin[i(w;+w,)(N-m)] 
I n sin i( wj + wn) 
=:Mj,,(m, N). 
Since the sine term in the denominator does not vanish, there exists a number M, independent 
of j, n, m and N such that 
sup[M,,,(m, N): mj+wn#O, -I 
The sum of all other terms in (2.5) (i.e., 
Combining these results yields (2.4). 0 
<j,n<Z,m~&N>l]<M. 
those with wj + W, = 0) is given by (N - m)~,. 
The rational function F(Z) in (1.15) is a normalized Carathtodory function (i.e., F(z) is 
holomorphic and Re F(z) > 0 for I z I < 1 and F(0) > 0) of a very special type. Therefore by 
well-known results [6, Theorem 10.31 we know that the sequence {Z_L,] is a positive n,-definite 
Hermitian sequence (where n, := 2Z + 15). This means that 
A,>O, forO<n<n,-1, and 
where 
A, := 
Moreover, 
A,,(, = 0, (2.6a) 
n=o, 1,2 )... . (2.6b) 
(2.7a) 
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where 
P-1 PO *** Pn-2 
6, :=/Lo and a,,:=9 ‘r2 ‘rl ‘*. pn.-3, n=l,2 ,..., no, (2.7b) 
n-l : 
l--n l--,+1 ... i--l 
and 
&+I, 16, ) < 1 and 1 - 16, I 2 = 
44-2 
(LA2 ’ 
l<n<n,-1, (6,J =l. (2.8) 
For IZ = 0, 1,. . . ,2n, + 1, we let P,(z) and Q,(Z) denote the nth numerator and denominator, 
respectively, of the terminating positive PC-fraction in (2.7a). Then 
P&) := Q,,+,(z) and p,*(z) := Q,,(z), n=O,l,..., yto, (2.9) 
are the Szegii polynomials and reciprocal polynomials with respect to the distribution function 
I/J(~). It follows that 
Pzn,(z) ~2n,+l(Z) 
% +z 
Q,,,(z) = Q2n,+1(z) 
=F(z)= i Iaj12& 
j= -* 
(2.10) 
and 
P,,(Z) = Q2n,+i (z) = (z - l)L,& (z - e’“J)(z - e-‘“I). (2.11) 
3. Main theorems 
Theorem 3.1. For every n 2 no and N > 1, the zeros z( j, n, N) of p,,((cIN; z> can be ordered in 
such a manner that we have 
Jiymz(j, n, N)=eiwl, j= fl, +2 ,..., +I, and, ifL#O, 
li~pmz(O, n, N) = 1 = e”. 
Our proof depends upon several lemmas, 
Lemma 3.2. (A) For each fixed n = 1, 2,. . . , no, 
6bN) = N6, + O(1) and ~3~~) = 6, + 0 n 
(B) For each n = 0, 1,. . . ,2n, + 1, 
asN-+m. P-1) 
(3.2) 
the convergence being locally uniform on C. 
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cc> lim P,,,(&,G 4 = $_mmQ2n,+l N-m ($,; z) = (z - l)L,jj (z - e’“J)(z - ec’“~), (3.3) 
the convergence being locally uniform on C. 
03) If the zeros z(j, no, N) of p,,$$n, . z) are ordered appropriately, then 
lim z(j, No, N)=e’“J, j= +l, +2 ,..., I. 
N+m 
If L z 0 (i.e., o. > 0, then lim,,,z(O, no, N) = 1 = e”. 
(3.4) 
Proof. (A) By (l.llb), (2.4) and (2.7b) we obtain 
@‘) = ,$‘) = NPo + O(1) = N6, + O(l), as N -+ 00, 
and by (1.41, (l.lOa), (2.6b) and (2.7b) we have for each 1 G n G no, 
p-1 PO ... l-54 
(3.5) 
P-6) 
(B) It follows from the difference equations (1.12) and analogous ones for P,(z) and Q,(z) 
that the coefficients of individual powers of z in Pn($N; z) and Q,<+N; z> (or P,(z) and Q,(z)) 
are continuous functions of the reflection coefficients SiN) (or a,), k = 0, 1,. . . , n. Therefore by 
(3.1) the coefficients in P,(@N, * z) and Q,(lci,; z) converge as N -+ 03 to the corresponding 
coefficients in P,(z) and Q,(z) for n = 0, 1,. . . , 2n, + 1. The assertion (B) follows from this. 
(C) is a consequence of (B) and (2.11). 
An application of Hurwitz’ theorem [2, Theorem 14.3.41 and (C) yields (D). 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let { Nk}z= 1 be an arbitrary given subsequence of natural numbers. Then there exists a 
subsequence { Nk,}zi; 1 of { Nk} with the following properties. 
(A) For every m = 1, 2, 3,. . . and all z E C, the limits 
and 
1ir1-1 Q~,,,+,&N,~; “j== z) =: Q2n,+m( {NJ& z) 
exist, the convergence being locally uniform on @. 
Z 1 (3.7a) 
(3.7b) 
(B) There exists a sequence of polynomials {U,(( NkV1, 2)); = 1 such that 
P2n,,+m((N~,}> z) = &({Nk,}, +‘~no(z)~ m = 1, 2, 3,-.., 
Qzn,+m({Nk,}, z) = uI,I({Nk,), 4Q2,,,(43 m = 1, 2, 3,... . 
(3.8a) 
(3.8b) 
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(C) For m = 0, 1, 2,. . . , 
lim Qzn,,+m(hkv; “‘m 
z) = Um({Nk,}, z)(z - l)L,fil(z - e’“j)(z - emi”J), 
the convergence being locally uniform on C. 
(D) For each rz 2 no and v > 1, there exist zeros z( j, n, Nk,> of p,,(t,!~~~~; z) such that 
limz(j, n, Nk,)=ei”~, j= kl, k2 ,..., fI. 
V--*W 
Zf L f 0, then lim, ,,z(O, n, Nk,) = 1 = e’“. 
Proof (A) Since I 6(N) I < 1 for all n 2 1 and N 2 1, we can apply the Cantor diagonal process 
to obiain a subsequkce { Nk,}z= 1 of {NJ:= 1 with the property that {6zNku’}F= 1 is a convergent 
sequence for each n = 1, 2, 3,. . . . We write 
a,( {Nk,}) := lim F = 6, and 
“-CC kv 
6,({NkV}) := lilimS(,Nku), n = 1, 2, 3,, . . . 
Assertion (A) is then a consequence of the fact that in 
k,,,&, * 2) and 
Nk, 
“’ Qzn,+m(hk ;z) ” 
the coefficients of individual powers of z are continuous functions of the reflection coefficients 
s’&,) n . 
(B) Using the d ff i erence equations (1.121, one can show that there exist polynomials in z of 
degrees at most m, 
u z(nO+m)+l(+G -4 and v2(no+m)+l(~N; ‘h I=O,l, m=1,2,3 ,..., 
such that, for m > 1, 1= 0, 1, 
Q qn,+m)+l(+N; Z) = Uz(n,+m)+l(GN; z)Q~J@N; 2) 
++ - 1~~~‘12)V22~n,+m)+~(~N; 4Q2no-d(CIN;z). (3.9) 
khe coefficients of individual powers of z in U2(n0+mI+l(~N; z> and V2(n0+,,+r($,v; z) are 
continuous functions of a;:), . . . , i$$!,. Therefore, for m 2 1 and 1 = 0, 1, the limits 
lim U v~co %n,,+m)+l ( J, * 7, =: U2m+I &,’ 1 (fNk,h ‘) (3.10a) 
and 
lim V2(n,+m)+[ +N,j = =: ‘2mtI v+m ( 1 ({Nk,); ‘) 
(3.10b) 
exist and are polynomials in z of degree at most m. Assertion (3.8b) follows from Lemma 
3.3(A), ( ~3,~ I = 1 i see (2.8)), (3.9) and (3.10). An analogous argument holds for (3.8a). 
(C) follows from (2.8), (2.11) and the fact that 
P,,(Z) = Q2n,+ 1 (z) = fQ2n,<~) = *p,*,(z) (see(l.lk)). 
(D) follows from an application of Hurwitz’ theorem [2, Theorem 14.3.41 and part ( Cl. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. We assume that there exist an IZ~ 2 no, a subsequence {IV& of the natural 
number sequence, one of the critical points e’“‘, 1 E [O, f 1,. . . , + I], and an E > 0 such that for 
every zero dj, nl, Nk) of pn,(&+ z), 
lz(j, ytl, Nk)-eiwlIaE, forall k=l,2,3 ,... . 
We obtain an immediate contradiction of this from Lemma 3.3(D). 0 
Our final result (Theorem 3.4) is a related convergence theorem stronger than the one given 
in [7] (see (1.14)). 
Theorem 3.4. For m = 0, 1, 2,. . . , 
1 P 
lim - 
2(n0+&f% z) 
N-m N Q Z(n,+m)Wfv; 4 
and 
1 P z(n,,+m)+ INN; 4 e’“l + z 
lim - 
~+m N Q~n,+m)+dkv; 4 
=F(z):= i laj12~ 
j=-1 
For each case the convergence is locally uniform on the given region. 
Proof. We define {s,($,,,, z, IV>} and {S,(+N, z, WI] as follows: 
S,(lj&, 2, w) := @jN) + w, s,(&, 2, w) := - 
26hN,N’ 
1+w’ 
Izl <I, (3.11a) 
IZJ >l. (3.11b) 
(3.12a) 
1 
S2n(&‘,0 z, w, := - 
(1 -/%“‘12)z 
sCN)z + w ’ 
S2n+l(+N~ z7 w, := 8(N)+W Y 
Iz= 1 2 3 
, > ,“*> 
n n 
(3.12b) 
s”($N, 2, w) :=S&N, z~ w)> s,($&‘~ z> w, = Sri-1(++++ ‘7 s,(+N, ‘3 w)), 
n = 1, 2, 3,. . . . (3.12~) 
Thus we can use the composition “ 0” to write 
sn(ccr, 7 2, w)=sg~sp ... osn(rl/N, z, w). 
We also define 
and 
K?‘((c/N> z,w):=s,~s,+~~...~s,+~(~~,z,w), ~220, n21, 
u,:= [u: IUI < lzl]. 
With this notation we may write 
P;?(no+?&N; 4 
Q 2(no+m)04N7 ‘> 
= &(no+,,(+,,, z, O), m = 0, 1, L... * (3.13) 
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It is shown in [S, (3.3411 that if 
then 
y&IN, 2, &> c u*. 
It follows that 
‘2noS2n+l n=1,2,3 )... . 
Therefore, since s2(m +nj($N, z, 0) = l/SkN22 E l/U,, m 2 1, rz 2 0, N 2 1, we obtain 
(3.14) 
si?(~N, z, O) = S2m ’ S2m+l ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ S2(m+n-l)” S2(m+.-l)+l 
i 
cS2,,, ’ S2m+l o ‘. . o S2(m+,-2)” S2(m+n-2)+1 
c . . . 
~S2moS2m+l 
Thus 
s 2(n,,+,&N, z~ O) = S2n,+l(hV> z~ s$;:~:;))(+N, ‘7 ‘1) E S2n,+l 
(1 - Is;rJ2)z 
= 
@NY ‘7 a(N) + 1,~ . 
“0 z 
Since by (3.11, 6, (M = N6, + O(1) and 8LNN) = 6, + 0(1/N) for 1 G 12 <no, and by (2.8) 
lim N-m 18~~) I = 1~3,~ I = 1, it follows that 
lim IS N 2(nn+m)0bN~ m=O, 1,2 )...) 
N-m 
(3.15) 
the convergence being locally uniform on 1 z 1 < 1. Combining (3.15) with (3.13) gives 
1P 
lim - 
2(n,+m)(+N; z> 
N-m N Q 2(n,,+m)@N; ‘1 
= lim _l_ p2,0(+N; ‘> 
N-c= N Q,,,(‘bN; z> ’ 
(3.16) 
The assertion (3.11a) follows from (3.16), (2.10) and Theorem 3.1. To prove (3.11b) it suffices to 
note that 
‘Zn(@N; z, ‘2n+l@N; ‘1’) 
Q2,(&v; Z> = - Q2n+l(+~; l/f) 
and F(z) = (3.17) 
which are consequences of [6, Theorem 4.11. 0 
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